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Abstract

This thesis demonstrates that analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion at the intermediate-

frequency stage of a radio is feasible for a wide range of cellular and cordless telephony

standards. Placing the A/D converter as close as possible to the front end of the radio has

manufacturing advantages and allows the use of sophisticated DSP algorithms which are

especially usem with digitally coded transmissions. The type of conversion proposed is a

switched-capacitor (switched-C) implementation of a bandpass delta-sigm& (BPAZ)

modulator. This thesis adhsses the performance of BPAZ A/D converters by focussing

on larger bandwidths (1.2MHz) and higher centre frequencies (2OMHz) than previously

obtained, while maintaining 12 bit resolution.

An 8*-order 3-level BPAX A/D modulator is designed to meet these specifications.

Through modelling and simulation, it is shown that for low oversampling ratios large

gains in signal-to-noise ratio cannot be obtained when going to higher-order modulators.

However, by increasing the number of levels in the quantizer, the performance of thg

modulator can be gnzatly enhanced by taking advantage of the added stability.

Two 2nd-order BPAX A/D modulator prototypes were implemented in a 0.8pm

BiCMOS process to determine the maximum sampling frequency obtainable in a

switched-C technology. The two structures both use fi~lly differential OTh with contin-

uous-time common-mode feedback, but employ different clock phasing to experiment

with trade-offs between active and passive sensitivities. An analysis of the effects of non-

ideal OT& on the switched-C biquads is done and compared to experimental results with

very good correlation.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis deals with improving the performance of bandpass delta-sigma (BPAZ)

A/D modulators in two areas: larger relative bandwidths and higher sampling frequencies.

Modelling and simulation work is used to explore architectures for the low oversampling

ratios needed, while experimental work verifies the practicability of

switched-capacitor circuits needed.

the high-speed

Several BPAZ modulators have previously been developed [1][2][3],] but their centre

frequencies were too low to make the bandpass approach to A/D conversion attractive to

the digital radio market.

This thesis contributes to knowledge of architectural trade-offs in delta-sigma modu-

lation, to high-speed BiCMOS analog circuit design, and to radio architecture.

1.1 Digital Radio

Moving signal processing in a radio to the digital domain is very attractive since it can

result in a high performance radio that is small in size, low in cost and requires a minimal

amount of initial calibration and on-going maintenance. The robustness of the digital

circuitry not only gives manufacturing advantages but it also allows the use of sophisti-

cated DSP algorithms, which are especially useful with digitally coded transmissions.

Ideally, it would be nice if the A/D converter could be connected directly to the

antenna, thus eliminating the need for any analog mixing stage, but we are still a few years

from a process which is capable of operating at these speeds. However, there is industrial

interest in A/D conversion at the intermediate-frequency (IF) stage of a radio in-band [4],

since this would still allow IF filtering, frequency selection and demodulation to be done
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digitally. A/D conversion could also be done in quadrature at baseband, using a “zero-IF’

receiver, but that requires precision matching and is susceptible to a variety of DC insta-

bilities and electromagnetic compatibility problems. A comparison of both systems is

shown in Fig. 1.1. Although AX techniques are shown for performing the A/D conversion,

any suitable A/D conversion technique could be used.

RF i Zem-IF ana&g i &g&al

a?dog i digital IF i Zem-IF

FIGURE 1.1 Possible digital radio architectures
a) Direct-conversion using lowpass AZ ND conversion.
b) Digital quadrature-IF using bandpass AX A/D conversion.

1.2 Specification to Guide Design

Challenging specifications to help set the course of this work were obtained from a

Communications Research Centre (CRC) report [4]. This report outlined a possible future

for the implementation of a proof-of-concept fully digital mobile radio. This system would

employ several different radio frequency units (RF’U) each tuned to a different frequency

band. There would be an RF band select which would connect the desired RFU and mix
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the signal down to some high IF on which A/D conversion would take place. The signal

would then be mixed down to baseband where frequency selection, filtering and demodu-

lation could all be done digitally. This would reduce size and cost while increasing yield.

R F  Channel Select

FIGURE 1.2 Possible architecture for a Future Mobile Digital Radio

The original system assumed a broadband 8 bit 5ash A/D converter running at

28OMHz giving roughly 9 bit accuracy in a 4OMHz band (or 12 bits in 1MHz) through

oversampling. However, since the interest is only in an accurate representation of a small

band of frequencies around some high IF it would be a perfect situation to use a BPAX

A/D converter. Specifications required from a BPAZ A/D converter are given in Table 1.1.
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TABLE 1.1 Digital radio specifications for BPAZ A/D converter

1.3 Thesis Outline

Improving the performance of the BPAZ modulator is the main focus of this thesis.

I Sampling frequency I 8OMHz I

EbWfX <loomW
I

The two main objectives that will be addressed are increasing the centre frequency and

bandwidth of the BPAE modulator.

Chapter 2 begins with a brief history of BPAE converters. An explanation of how AZ

A/D converters work is also given with a comparison between lowpass and bandpass AX

modulators. Chapter 3 investigates the use of high gain noise transfer functions and multi-

level quantizers as a way of obtaining high accuracy BPS A/D modulators, in spite of

low oversampling ratios. Chapter 4 goes through the design of the fully differential

circuits required to implement the modulator. Chapter 5 contains the design, implementa-

tion and test results of two different type of 2ti-order BPAZ modulators which were

designed to determine the upper sampling frequency obtainable in the switched-C tech-

nology. Chapter 6 contains the thesis conclusions and future work section, which gives the

design of an 8*-order 5-level BPAZ A/D modulator. An appendix is also given which

contains the calculations for the effects of non-ideal OTAs on the performance of

switched-C biquads.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

Representing an analog signal by a single bit, high speed bit stream has been of

interest ever since delta modulation was first introduced in 1946. Delta modulation

suffered from many problems which were later overcome in 1963 by delta-sigma (AZ)

modulation [5]. AX modulation did not gain much popularity in the early days because of

the expensive digital signal processing (DSP) that was required on the high-speed bit

stream. Today, however, with fine line VLSI processes, the DSP which is required is very

robust and affordable. Many “lowpass” AX (LPAZ) A/D converters have since been imple-

mented and are commercially available. Recently, a new “twist” has been added to the

standard LPAZ fVD converter [6][7][8]. Instead of making an accurate representation of

the baseband signals, an accurate representation of a passband centered at some non-DC

frequency is made. This approach is termed bandpass AZ (BPAX) A/D conversion. In

1992 the first totally monolithic BPAX A/D converter was implemented and the concept

proven [ 11.

In this chapter the operation of the AZ A/D converter is reviewed. The difference

between lowpass and bandpass AZ A/D converters will be discussed and a comparison in

converter order versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) shown. Different methods of imple-

menting the AX modulator will also be investigated.

2.1 AX A/D Conversion

AZ A/D converters consist of two main sections: the modulator and the decimator.

The modulator takes an analog input and represents it by a high-speed low-resolution

stream of words. The decimator takes this high-speed bit stream and slows it down to the
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output
Decimation 4

N bits@Nyquist

L<N

FIGURE 2.1 Block diagram of the AZ A/D converter

Nyquist rate while increasing the length of the word such that no signal information is lost

PI.

2.1.1 Modulation

To analyze the AZ modulator, the A/D and D/A converters are replaced by additive

white noise sources’ (Fig. 2.2). With the two white noise sources in place the methods of

FIGUREI 2.2 Linear Model of the AX modulator

linear circuit analysis can be used to obtain an expression for the output Y(z) :

Y(z) = D@)A@)
1 +A(z) ‘(‘)+ AN&‘)+ j$&jNCkz) (2.1)

r
The quantization error (noise) made by the low resolution A/D converter sees a transfer

function to the output ofi H&z) = l/ ( 1 + A(z)) , which we refer to as the “noise transfer

function” (NTF). Thus, by properly selecting the poles of the filter (A(z)) one can effec-

1. Methods for converting non-linearity in the D/A converter into white noise have been developed [24] and
will be discussed in chapter 3.
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tively reduce the amount of quantization noise in the output (Y(z)) in a certain band of

frequencies. The noise injected by the low resolution D/A converter is not as fortunate.

Any error generated here sees a transfer function to the output of approximately 1 (in the

band of interest). Therefore, the low resolution D/A converter needs to be accurate to the

overall resolution of the complete AZ A/D converter. The signal (U(z)) sees a transfer

function to the output given by: H”(z) =
WMW
1 + A(z) . The filter D(z) can be simplified if

poles of the signal transfer function (STF) are chosen to be the same as the poles seen by

the quantization noise. This would result in filter D(z) being very simple to implement

with just a few extra feed-in capacitors.

2.1.1.1 Quantization Noise and Oversampling

The rms value of the quantization error, assuming it is white and has an equal proba-

bility of lying anywhere in the range kA/2, where A is the level spacings in the A/D, is

given by (eq. 2.2).

erms

When the signal is sampled at fs all of this quantization noise folds into a frequency band

0 s f c fs/2 and has a total noise power of A2/12. As an example, the total noise power

for a 2-level quantizer (&l V) is -4.77dB relative to lVr,ns; increasing the number of

quantization levels to 3 ( 1 V, OV, -1 V) results in decreasing the total noise power by

3SdB. Another way of decreasing the noise power in-band, without increasing the number

of quantization levels, is to sample at a frequency higher than the Nyquist rate. The spec-

tral density of the white quautization noise is E(f) = er&,&Z. The amount of noise

power (Nz) in the band of interest (0 + fh) can be determined using (eq. 2.3).
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(2.3)

From this result it is easy to see that every doubling of the oversampling ratio (OSR) ~i.Il

decrease the in-band noise power by 3dB. This effect can be enhanced by using AX mcxiu-

lation techniques which have the ability to shape the quantization noise, pushing it out of

the band of interest. This is illustrated in (eq. 2.4) where it is seen how the noise spectral

density is multiplied by the NTP (H(f)) .

where: [Gt is the average in-band gain of the NTF

Using (eq. 2.4) a linear model prediction for the expected signal-to-noise ratio (SNFQ can

be made for the AZ modulator:

SNR=S-Nz (dJ9

= S-lOlog (A2/12) -1Olog (l/OSR) -1Olog (ifi\ ‘)

where: S is the signal power in dB

(2.5)

2.1.1.2 Positioning the Band

The location of the NTF zeros (filter poles) will determine the band of frequencies

that the quantization noise will be filtered away from. To design a LPAZ A/D converter the

NTP zeros would be placed around DC in order to push quantization noise away from DC.

If a BPS A/D converter is desired the NTF zeros are placed at the frequency that the

quantization noise should be filtered away from. To illustrate, the pole-zero location and

resulting output spectrum of a 3ti-order LPAX modulator is shown in Fig. 2.3 and the

equivalent 6*-order BPAE modulator in Fig. 2.4. In both modulators the NTP zeros were

spread throughout the band of interest to maximize noise suppression [lo].

With BPAX modulation the designer is usually given the centre frequency ( fo) of the

band of interest. Where this band is placed in the z-plane is usually set by the maximum
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OSR =

1 , r

0
1

xl4 lci2
noxmalized iiequency

h)
FIGURE 2.3 Simulated results for a 3’%rder LPAE modulator.

a) Pole-zero plot of the 3+order NTF.
b) Output spectrum of the l-bit modulator.

ti2 37cl4
nonnalizti frequency

h)
FIGURE 2.4 Simuiated results for a &-order BPAZ modulator.

a) Pole-mm plot of the &-order NTF.
b) Output spectrum of the l-bit moduiator.

sampling rate obtainable in the given process. The benefits of using the maximum

sampling frequency possible are a larger transition band and a higher OSR. A large transi-

tion band greatly reduces requirements on the anti-aliasing filter, and a higher OSR makes

it possible to meet required resolution with a lower order modulator. Another consider-

ation in placing the band is the decimation side of the AZ A/D converter. At certain band

placements, such as (3 = 27t (fc/fJ = 7t/2 or 7~14, some innovative circuit design and

decimation techniques are possible. This aspect of placing the band will be discussed in

section 2.1.2.2.
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2.1.1.3 Modulator Order

The order of the modulator and OSR have been related to SNR in previous work. For

LPAX modulators, an increase in SNR of approximately (6N + 3) dB can be obtained for

every octave increase in OSR (N is the order of the modulator) [9]. In BPAE modulators

the increase in SNR is (3N + 3) dB/octave [ 111. The reason for the difference is that in

BPAZ modulators there are only N/2 NTF zeros in-band whereas with LPAX modulators

there are N zeros in-band.

Simulated results for 4&-,6*-, and @-order BPAX modulators are shown in Fig. 2.5.

(designed to meet the specification in Table 1.1) With the low OSR (33x), dictated by the

specifications, large gains in SNR are not realized when going to higher-order modulators.

Simulated results show an increase in SNR of 1OdB when switching from a 4*-order to a

6*-order BPAZ modulator and only 5dB more when increasing to an 8*-order BPAZ

modulator. From these results, a 6*-order BPAZ modulator would be required to meet the

radio specifications of 12 bits. This modulator however, would be operating on the edge of

stability. Therefore, a better choice to meet radio specifications would be an 8*-order

BPAE modulator.

FIGURE 2.5 SNR versus input amplitude for a 4&-, &- and g&-order
BPAX modulator. (OSR = 33%)
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2.1.2 Decimation

As shown in Fig. 2.3b and Fig. 2.4b the output bit stream from the modulator not only

comains information about the input signal but also contains large amounts of out-of-band

energy: modulation noise. The objective of decimation is to attenuate all of this out-of-

band energy with a digital filter such that when the signal is re-sampled at the Nyquist rate

it will not be degraded significantly by noise aliasing back into the signal band.

2.12.1 Lowpass Decimation

There are several good papers on decimating the output of LPAX modulators. Two of

the more popular choices are the sinck approach used in [9] and the brute force ROM-

based FIR decimation scheme described in [ 121.

2.1.2.2 Bandpass Decimation

The obvious way to decimate the output of the BPAZ modulator would be to build a

narrowband digital filter. This might be quite challenging and expensive. A simpler

approach, introduced in [ 131, would be to mix the output of the modulator down to base-

band and then use conventional decimation means. The mixing stage can be greatly

simplified if the centre frequency (fd) of the modulator is a simple fraction of the

sampling frequency (fs) . For example, if f0 = fS/4 then to mix the signal down to base-

band one would only require the output of the modulator be multiplied by a simple peri-

odic sequence given in (eq. 2.6).

emJmot = (l,O,-1,0,  . ..) +j(O,-l,O,l,  . ..) (2.6)

The resulting product would be just a pair of interleaved bit-streams, each with a bit rate of

fS/2. These streams would then be lowpass filtered and down-sampled using conven-

tional means.
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2.2 Implementation of AX modulators

Methods of implementing the A2Z modulator can be grouped into 2 categories: contin-

uous-time and discrete-time. These categories cotrespond to the method used to realize the

loop filter used in the AX modulator.

The continuous-time approach, such as inductor- [3][ 141 or transconductor-based

technologies, have the advantage that they do not require a sample-and-hold circuit. This

operation is performed at the input to the quantizer and, as a result, any error that is made

in the sampling process will get noise shaped. In the same breath it should be noted that

the D/A,converter, in the feedback loop of the modulator, now has to generate very accu-

rate pulses. Any error in these pulses (due to clock jitter, for example) will seriously

degrade the performances of the AX A/D converter.

The discrete-time approach, such as switched-C technology [ 1][2], has the advantage

of being able to realize very accurate filters without the need for tuning. The main argu-

ment against implementation in discrete-time is the requirement of a sample-and-hold

(S/H) circuit operating on a very fast input signal. However, S/I-Is operating at sampling

rates of 5OMHz with 13 bit accuracy have been reported (implemented in a 1.2pm CMOS

process) [ 151.

Continuous-time techniques can be expected to dominate at very high frequencies,

but it is uncertain at what frequency this transition will occur (one of the objectives of this

thesis).

2.2.1 Topologies

The single stage topology has already been shown in Fig. 2.1. One of the problems

with the single stage topology is that if the order of the noise shaping is higher than 2 (2nd-

order LPAZ or 4*-order BPAX) there is no guarantee that the testthing system will be

stable. Another approach to obtaining high-order noise shaping is to use multi-stage noise

shaping (MASH) [ 161. The basic ptinciple of this topology is to use a second AX modu-
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later stage to digitize the enor from the first AX modulator stage. The output of the second

modulator can then be passed through a digital filter and subtracted from the output of the

first stage modulator to leave quantization noise which has been filtered by the product of

two N T F S . This is shown in Fig. 2.6. The main disadvantage of the MASH topology is that

FIGURE 2.6 Bluck diagram of a two stage MASH modulator

it relies on the matching of an analog filter and a digital filter to cancel the quantization

error from the first stage. This is made quite complicated when the zeros are spread

through the band of interest as those shown in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. The digital filter

Hi(z) can no longer be realized by just simple delays but would require multi-bit coeffi-

cients. For this reason a single stage topology was chosen for our implementation.

2.3 Summary . .

The operation of the AX A/D converter was reviewed and a comparison

lowpass and bandpass AX A/D converters made.

of the

It was shown that to meet radio specifications with a l-bit quantizer an 8’-order

BPS modulator would be required. This modulator gave approximately 80dB SNR just

before it went unstable. This result means a very good automatic-gain-control circuit

would be required to keep the input signal small enough so the modulator doesn’t go

unstable but yet large enough to obtain an SNR of 72dB (12 bits). It was concluded that
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for the low OSR (33~) a higher-order modulator would not enhance SNR significantly for

the added complexity.

Switched-C technology was chosen for the implementation of the BPAZ modulator

since this technology has been proven to produce high resolution at baseband and because

it is a monolithic technology capable of delivering precision analog performance.

Higher-order single stage modulators have been known for instability but the

matching required from the analog and digital filters used in MASH modulators was

considered to be too difficult for BPAZ modulation, whete more complex filters are

req,nred. Stability and higher-order single stage modulators will be discussed further in

the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

Multi-Level AX A/D Converters

From the background chapter, it was concluded that an 8*-order l-bit BPAZ modu-

lator would be required to meet the specifications outlined in chapter 1. Stability, or more

precisely lack of it, is probably the first thing that comes to mind when designing higher-

order modulators. There are a mm&r of ways of detecting and resetting an unstable

modulator but these methods can add distortion to the output signal [9][ 171. Another

method for increasing the probability of obtaining a stable modulator is increasing the

number of interna.l levels used in the A/D and D/A converters [ 181. By doing this the

magnitude of the noise power being fed back to the high-order loop filter is reduced. This

approach can also add distortion to the output signal if methods for dealing with the non-

linear D/A converter are not taken into consideration.

In this chapter the peiformance of multi-level BPAZ modulators is enhanced by using

high gain noise transfer functions (NIP). It will be illustrated through simulated nxults

that a great deal of “stability” is gained by using multi-level A/D and D/A converters.

Methods for dealing with non-linearities in the multi-level D/A converter will also be

discussed and the resulting NIP for a 3-level8*-order BPAZ modulator given.

3.1 High Gain Noise Transfer Functions

A rule of thumb that has been followed in the design of AX modulators says that to

real& stable modulators the maximum gain of the NTP should be less than 2 [ 191. This

was shown to be incorrect [20]. The reason for wanting to increase the maximum gain of

the NTP is the large increase in inband attenuation that can be realized [ 18][2 11. It will be
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shown in the next section that by increasing the maximum gain of the NTP the probability

of the modulator being unstable also increases.

Using the softwate package filtorX [lo] several different 8*-order NTFs were

obtained for the specifications outlined in Table 1.1. Within filtorX them is an optimiza-

tion routine that allows the user to place more importance (higher weighting) on certain

aspects of the NTP than others [ 111. By applying more weighting on the in-band perfor-

mance than the out-of-band performance, some NTPs were able to obtain much better in-

band attenuation by sacrificing out-of-band gain (maximum gain) (Pig. 3.1). To explain

6.85 dB
4.45 dB

$ -454dB
..g -70 -

i2
. . . . . . . . . . . -80 d.B

-go-

, 1 , ,--90dB

-110
0 Id4 nil2 37tl4 n

Noxmalized frequency (fs = 27~ )

F’IGURE 3.1 Increasw maximum gain of an 8%wde~ NTF
to achieve be&r in-band attenuation

why increasing the maximum gain of the NTP would increase in-band attenuation might

be possible through investigation into the Cauchy integral theorem

considered to be outside the focus of this thesis.

3.2 BPAZ Modulators with High Gain NTFs

[22], but this was

Several NTFs of different order and maximum gain were designed and used with a

l-bit quantizer to form a BPAZ modulator. Simulated results show that the maximum gain

of the NTP could not be increased significantly before the higher-order systems
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FIGURE 3.2 SNR for a variety of l-bit AZ modulators that have NTFs with
different maximum gains. (input -10 dB)

(order > 4) went unstable’ (Fig. 3.2). Therefore, to take advantage of the large increase

in in-band attenuation from slight increases in maximum gain, the magnitude of the noise

power being fed back to the modulator has to be reduced. The obvious way to do this is to

increase the number of levels in the internal A/D and D/A converters. For this section the

D/A converter is assumed to be ideal.

A number of different 8*-order NTFs were designed with various maximum gains.

These NTFs were used with a variety of quantizers to produce a wide range of multi-level

8th-order BPAX modulators. Simulated results given in Fig. 3.3 show that a much larger

gain in SM can be obtained when going from a 2-level quantizer to a 3-level quantizer,

than just the 3SdB which is obtained from reducing the quantization noise power. This

extra gain in SNR is termed “added stability” and by taking advantage of it, in the 3-level

system, the maximum gain of the NTF could be increased by 3dB resulting in a 15dB

deeper notch: an 18dB increase in SNR over the 2-level system. By adding more quantiza-

tion levels the maximum gain of the NTF can be increased further with increasing added

1. Instability is illustrated by the sharp fall off of the line connecting simuW results
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FIGURE 33 SNR for a number of different #‘-order AX modulators which
have NTFs with diierent maximum gains and quantizers with
different number of quantization levels. (iiput at -1OdB)

stability. However, as will be shown in the following section, the resolution of the internal

D/A converter will limit the modulator to approximately 12 bits. Therefore to select the

desired NTF three things should be considered: the resolution required from the AX A/D

modulator, the best resolution expected from the internal D/A converter and how many

levels are desired to give the sense of security that the resulting modulator will be stable.

Hopefully this will be made clearer in the following example:

Example: Say the D/A converter being used is accumte to 15 bits (9OdEI) and the modulator required
should be as accurate as possible. Then from Fig. 3.3 it is seen that a 24evel system would not meet these
requirements. A 3-level system with a NTF that has a maximum gain of 7d.B would meet the require-
ments but it would be getting close to the edge of stability. Therefore a good choice for the modulator
wouldbeamwitha maximum gain of 7dB and a 54evel quantizes.

The possibility of using a lower-order multi-level modulator to meet the radio specifi-

cations was also investigated and several different modulators appear in Figure 3.4. Each

modulator uses a 3-level quantizer and a NTF that has its maximum gain increased until

the modulator goes unstable. From these results a 6*-order modulator with a maximum

18
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FIGURJZ 3.4 ERect of increasing maximum gain of the NTF for different
order modulators. (3-kvel quantizer, input at -10 dB)

gain of 6dB would give a SNR value of approximately 75dB which would meet radio

specifications but witb very little safety margin. Therefore an @-order modulator will be

required.

3.3 Linearity Problems with the D/A Converter

As mentioned in the background chapter, the D/A converter being used in the feed-

back loop needs to be as accurate as the overall AZ A/D converter. Errors in the linearity

of the D/A converter will not only limit the accuracy, but can also generate harmonic

distortion in the output of the modulator. From simulation results however, it was

observed that in a 5level system the outer levels were not used as often as the inner levels.

If a fully differential circuit is used it is conceivable that the inner three levels could be

designed to match quite closely (say better than 0.01%) [23]. Then the mismatches in the

outer levels would only inject error into the system occasionally since they are only being

used occasionally. Errors were made in the outer levels of the 5-level D/A converter and

the net result is shown in Figure 3Sb. Even though the outer levels do not get used very
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a) Ideal SIeveI D/A converter
b) 0.1% error in outer levek of the Skvel D/A converter

severely &grade the performance of the modulator by increasing the noise floor

by 2OdB and also increasing the harmonic content.

3.3.1 Randomizing the levels in the D/A Converter

Harmonics (Fig 3Sb) generated by the non-linear D/A converter can be removed by

randomizing the inner levels of the D/A converter [24]. In this method the inner levels of

the D/A converter are set by randomly selecting a subset of unit capacitors (the two outer

levels are set by either selecting no unit capacitors or all the unit capacitors). As a result of

this randomizing the harmonics generated by the non-linear D/A converter are converted

into white noise spread from 0 to fJ2 (Fig. 3.6a). Unfortunately, in low OSR systems a

large portion of this white noise will be in-band raising the noise floor resulting in a low

SNR. Other methods for selecting unit capacitors do exist [25] but are not well suited for

low OSR (C 64) either. (Fig. 3.6b).
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3.4 3-level @‘-Order BPAE Modulator

The added stability gamed from using a Uevel quantizer was considered not to be

worth the added complexity of the randomizer and 54evel decimation. Instead, a 3-level

quantizer was considered to be acceptable, since in a differential circuit 3-levels can be

obtained very accurately with careful circuit design and layout. Therefore, to meet the

specifications outlined in Table 1.1, a 34evel @-order BPAZ modulator was selected. The

resulting NTF is shown in Fig. 3.7 and is given in coefficient form in (eq. 3.1). The

maximum gain of the NTF is SdB which is 3dB less than can be used with a 3-level quan-

tirer before it goes unstable (Fig. 3.3). Actually a 2-level quantizer might work with this

NTF as well, which may allow some flexibility in the design of the D/A converter (have

the “0” level selectable). A signal transfer function (STF) was also obtained from filtorX

(eq. 3.2). The poles of the STF are the same as the poles of the NTF to save on hardware,

but the zeros are different. The output spectrum of the resulting modulator is shown in Fig.

3.8. A SNR of 87dB is obtained for a -6dB input, which allows a large safety margin.
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N-l-F z g =

b. + bZz2 + bdz4 + bhz6 + bsz8

do + dZz2 + d4z4 + d6z6 + dgz’

b. = b8 = 1 do = 0.33052

where: b2 = b6 = 3.99171 d2 = 1.64016

b4 = 5.98342 d4 = 3.18569

STF x g z
a, + %z2 + a3z3 + a5z5 + a6z6 + a,z7

do + $z2 + d4z4 + d6z6 + d8z8

a, = O.W775

a6 = -0.00013133

as = 0.037990

(3.1)

d6 = 2.85676

d8 = 1.0

(3.2)

ItI4 7rJ2 3lc/4 lt
Nomx&ed Frequency

FIGURE 3.7 Magnitude plot of an @‘-order NTF and a e-order  STF
(differemt zem same poles).

3.4.1 3-level Decimation

The complexity of decimating a 3-level signal is not much greater than that of a 2-

level signal. In a 3-level system all that is required in the accumulator stage is the flexi-

bility to add the digital filter coefficient, subtract the digital filter coefficient or do nothing.

However, if the 3-levels can not be obtained to the required resolution on the analog side a

slightly more complicated decimation structure could be used which contains digital error

correction for 3-levels [42].
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3.5 summm

This chapter illustrated, through simulation results, the benefit of using a multi-level

quamixer to enhance the performance of the AZ modulator. At the beginning of this work

it was expected that the non-linearity in the D/A converter would be dealt with by using a

random&r to convert non-linearity in the D/A converter into white noise [24]. The

randomizing approach did convert the harmonics generated by the non-linear D/A

converter into white noise but for low OSR systems, a large portion of this white noise lies

in-band greatly reducing SNR. Therefore, it was decided to use a 3-level quantizer with an

8*-order NTF that had a maximum gain of 5dB. The stability of this modulator is still not

guaranteed, but the probability of the system being stable is greatly improved over a 2-

level system.
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. CHAPTER 4

High-Speed Circuits

To meet the sampling rate required for the A/D converter describe in Chapter 1, some

very fast circuits need to be designed. For AX modulators them is the added complexity of

requiring analog and digital circuitry on the same chip. This problem is alleviated by the

use of a BiCMOS process which is capable of delivering very fast bipolar devices for the

analog modulator and very dense CMOS for the decimator.

In this chapter the building blocks that will be used in the design of a pair of l-bit 2nd-

order BPAE modulators, detailed in chapter 5, ate discussed. The circuits are designed in a

0.8pm BiCMOS process [26] (k2.W) and include a fully differential OTA with contin-

uous-time CMFB, a pseudo-EEL comparator, switches, a clock generator, a D/A

converter, and a sample-and-hold.

4.1 Operational Amplifier Design

Requirements of the operational amplifier used in the AZ modulator are well matched

to the performance obtainable from a fine-line silicon process. A DC gain greater than

55dB [30][31] and unity-gain bandwidth of approximately 5 times the sampling

frequency [32] are required to prevent modulator performance degradation. The DC gain

requirement is low enough to be matched with a single stage topology, which makes it

easier to meet the bandwidth requirement. Although there are several different single stage

topologies that could be used to meet these requirements, the folded cascade OTA was

considered to be the most robust.

A fully differential folded cascade OTA with continuous-time common-mode feed-
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FIGURE 4.1 Fokd cascode OTA witb continuous-time CMFB

back was designed (Fig. 4.1). An infinite input impedance was required for the switched-C

filters to avoid charge leakage, so MOS inputs were used. PMOS devices were selected so

that the much faster NPN bipolar devices could be used as the current buffers (Q 1, Q2)

where the second pole occurs:

p2 =
gm, Ql

%,Ql+ @dg+cds+cdb)~~
(4.1). .

The second pole (P2) is now at a much higher frequency than normally obtained with a

pure CMOS OTA. This allows a much higher unity-gain frequency without sacrificing

phase margin.

A continuous-time CMFB circuit was chosen over a switched-C version [33] because

continuous-time was considered to be a more reliable method. Continuous-time CMFB is

also faster since in the switched-C version an extra capacitor is required to sense the

output voltage and this would appear as a load to the differential path, decreasing the OTA

bandwidth. The common-mode feedback circuit shown in Fig. 4.1 is very similar to the
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pure CMOS version found in [34]. In our design however, the output voltage of the OTA

is sensed with a pair of emitter followers rather than source followers. This makes the

sensing process faster and more linear. The common-mode voltage is determined through

a pair of resistors (R) and bypass-capacitors (C) . Once the common-mode voltage in

the output is determined it is compared to a reference and the error is amplified and fed

back to the OTA via a current mirror which has a gain of 2. The value of R was chosen

such that; at DC the impedance looking into base of Q3 (Rig = DR) would be 10 times

larger than the output impedance of the OTA. Capacitor C was chosen such that the pole

created by R and C (eq. 4.2) would be roughly 10 times higher than the dominant pole of

the OTA (l/R,,C&J .

l + s
r,$K+ tP+ llC,$

rx+ (P+ 1)R rz+ (P+l)R
‘in = Crz+ ~P+~~W (l+sRC) (l+sr,&J = l+sRC (4.2)

Bias voltages used in the OTA were generated using the circuit shown in Fig. 4.2. An

off-chip resistor was used to set the current to approximately 3OOpA. The design allows

optimal swing at the output of the amplifier. Bias voltage Vt,s is l.5Vt.,e above Vss and

V,,z is (Vu, + 2Ve,f) below Vdd. This allows the output of the folded cascade OTA to

swing linearly between (Vt,e - VJ and (Vdd - 2Veff) .

R,.xt - 8.5ka
R = 5kQ
a = 125A
x = NN52lllX

FIGURE 4.2 Biasing circuit for the folded cascode OTA
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FIGURE 4.5 ‘Ikansient response of the folded cascade OTA

A summary of the simulated results for the folded cascade OTA is given in Table 4.1.

Both the DC gain requirement and unity-gain bandwidth requirement that were set out in

the first paragraph of this section have been met. The settling time to 0.1 %I does seem to

be quite long (9.Ons) considering that one half the clock period at 8OMHz is only

6.25ns. However, it was uncertain at this time if 0.1% settling of the OTA output was

requited when used in a bandpass AX modulator. In section 51.5 the effects of finite OTA

settling on the performance of the modulator will be studied in detail.

TABLE 4.1 Simulated results of the Folded Cascade Amplifier

Unity-gain ti-equency

Phase-margin

*Settling time to 0.1%

Slew-rate

5ooMHz

75O

9hs

loooV/ps

I DifIerential output rage I 5.2v 1

I Power consumption I 26mW I
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4.2 Comparator

The comparator (Fig. 4.6) was a version of an existing part [35] modified by replacing

bipolar inputs with NMOS devices to avoid loading the output of the OTA (which would

reduce its gain and settling accuracy). Internally the comparator uses pseudo-ECL levels

which are generated by the circuit shown in Fig. 4.7a. The pseudo-ECL output levels from

the comparator are then converted back to ‘ITL levels by the inverters shown in Fig. 4.7b.

The comparator has approximately 8 bit accuracy at 2OOMHz, which is sufficient for AZ

modulators since AX modulators are known to be tolerant of comparator offsets and

hysteresis (any errors in the comparator see a high loop gain).

l.Sk

FIGURE 4.6 Pseudo-ECL latched comparator

4.3 Switches

A differential, parasitic insensitive, switching scheme that is used in the modulator

filter is shown in Fig. 4.8 [36]. Signal dependent charge injection can be reduced by

turning switch S4 off slightly before switch S 1 ( lns) . As a result of this phasing

arrangement, when S 1 is turned off it will see an infinite impedance to the right of capac-
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FIGURE 4.7 Support clrcaitry for pseudo-ECL comparator
a) pseudo&CL clock level generator
b) pseudo-ECL to TTL converter
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Vtn,,

FIGURE 4.g Switching and required clock phasing

itor Gin and hence the voltage across Ci~ will not change significantly. Switch S4 will

still inject charge when it is turned off but this will be a constant amount that will appear

only as a common mode-signal which will be! rejected by the differential OTA. Switch S2

also goes off before S3, but in this case it is not because of signal dependent charge injec-
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tion (because the signal on both sides of S2 will be quite small), but instead so the charge

under the gate of S2 will split evenly, reducing its effect at the virtual ground of the input

of the OTA.

A simple NMOS device would be sufficient for all the switches, since the charge

injection in a differential circuit only appears as a common-mode component which would

be rejected by the differential OTA. Even switch S 1 could be a single NMOS device since

the output of the OTA will (should) always be at least 1.2V below Vdd and the NMOS

switch could pass all signals in this range. However, in practical differential circuits there

will be mismatches between the two differential paths and the common-mode signal could

be transformed into a dserential signal. For this reason it was decided to use complimen-

tary transmission gates for all the switches to obtain charge cancellation (this point will be

discussed further in section 4.7).

The switches were designed to have 77 settling in 5ns when connected to a 1pF load

capacitance. With these specifications the maximum “on resistance” of the switch was

determined to be 714Q (eq. 4.3).

R
OII

= T/C = 714n (4.3)

The “on resistance” of the NMOS device which makes up half of the switch is given by

(eq. 4.4).

R - 2
On PnCox wm wgs - V*) (4.4)

Solving (eq. 4.4) for W/L and using the value of Ron derived in (eq. 4.3) (the “on resis-

tance” of the parallel PMOS device was considered as an extra safety factor) the size of

the NMOS switch is derived to be 15/0.8. However, there are two switches in series (Sl,

S4), therefore the size of

PMOS device was chosen

cancellation.

the switch needs to be doubled to get W/L = 30/0.8. The

to be the same size as the NMOS device in order to get charge
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4.4 Clock Generation

The multi-phase clock generator (Fig. 4.9) required for the switching scheme used in

Fig. 4.8 was designed by modifying an existing, slower BNR clock generator’. The modi-

fications consisted of removing a number of delays between 0~2~ and r&2~ and moving

the “cross over” point (A) from the output of ITUI!~~ to the output of tud2. With these

changes the resulting clock generator was asynchronous, which meant care had to be taken

in layout in order to match capacitive loading on each phase. Simulated results on the

extracted clock generator (with parasitics and 0.75pF capacitive loading) are shown in

Fig. 4.10. For both phases (phl, ph2) delayed versions (phld, ph2d) are also generated,

which go “low” approximately 1 ns after the undelayed versions.

FIGURE 43 Multi-phase dock generator

4.5 D/A Converter

For a l-bit AZ modulator the D/A converter is very simple. The only requirement is

determining which reference voltage to feed back to the modulator.

1. Modilications to the BNR clock genemx were & by Theodore Varelas.
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4.6 Sample-and-Hold

Possibly the most difficult block of the switched-C BPAX modulator is the sample-

and-hold (S/H) circuit. Any error generated in the S/H circuit will be seen in the output.

This means the S/H block must be as accurate as the over-all performance of the AZ A/D

converter. This is made especially difficult in BPAE modulation, as compared to LPAE

modulation, because the input signal is much closer to the sampling frequency. Example:

for a fJ4 modulator the input signal could change by its peak voltage from one sample

instant to the next. As a result any clock jitter would contribute significant error to the

sampled input.

These problems do not appear to be life-threatening to the future of switched-C BPAX

modulators. Techniques for reducing the effects of clock jitter in the band of interest have

been reported [37] and S/H circuits that can sample at 5OMHz with 13 bit accuracy have

been developed (1.2un.r CMOS process) [ 151.

No extra circuitry was designed for the S/H circuit at this time because the 2nd-order

modulators, implemented in the next chapter, were not expected to have a resolution

greater than 8 or 9 bits. Therefore, a simple switch and capacitor, as shown in Fig. 4.8, will

be sufficient.

4.7 summaxy

The high-speed analog circuits required for the 2rrd-order BPAE modulator proto-

types, detailed in the next Chapter, have been discussed.

The folded cascade OTA was chosen for its robustness compared to other single stage

topologies, however, it will be shown in the next section that the large parasitic input

capacitance of the PMOS devices and poor slew rate increases settling time significantly.

The comparator was a simple modification to a very fast, power hungry existing part

It was selected because it was a proven working part, however, comparators that can

operate at the same speed with 1110 the power have been reported [38].
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Transmission gates were used for all switches in our design. In simulations, where

p&ect &wkx matching and an ideal clock generator are used, transmission gates arc an

effective way of achieving perfect charge cancellation. However, in real circuits this is not

the case. The net effect with transmission gates is more total charge that needs to be

cancelled [39]. To get good charge cancellation, both devices have to turn off at the same

time and the device sixes need to match, both of which are process dependent. Therefore,

in a differential circuit, a single NMOS device should be used wherever possible for the

switch, and where large signals need to be passed the on resistance of the PMOS and

NMOS devices should match rather than capacitance such that large and small signals will

get passed equivalently.

The clock generator was a rushed modification of a slower BNR part. Although this

part is fast enough, it could be improved upon by matching delays between barred and

unbarred phases such that when one goes high the other goes low at the exact same time.

A method for doing this is shown in [40].

The S/H circuit was a simple switch and capacitor for our biquad design. However, to

meet radio specifications a more sophisticated S/H will need to be designed. References to

very fast S/Hs [15] that have the required accuracy were given for this purpose.
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CHAPTER 5

2nd-Order Bandpass AZ Modulator Prototypes

In chapter 3 it was determined that an 8th-order BPS modulator with a 3-level quan-

tizer was necessary to obtain the accuracy required for the ND converter described in

chapter 1. At the time of this reseatch, it was uncertain if switched-C circuits could

operate at the required 8OMHz; so rather than building an 8*-order modulator and simul-

taneously running into stability, multi-level quantizer and clock-rate problems, it was

decided to test the new building blocks described in chapter 4 with a 2nd-order BPAZ

modulator prototype and a simple one-bit quantizer. The main interest was to push the

sampling frequency as high as possible to determine the maximum practical sampling rate

and the limiting factors. This prototype, after being tested and possibly revised, could then

be cascaded to obtain the 8*-order BPAZ modulator required for the m converter.

This chapter presents the design, implementation, and test results of two different

types of 2nd-order switched-C BPAX modulators. Both structures use the same building

blocks but employ different clock phasing with different trade-offs between active and

passive sensitivities. The effects of capacitor mismatches and non-ideal OT& on the

performance of the modulators are also determined and compared to tested results.

5.1 Designing the Prototypes

Both 2nd-order prototypes have one NTP zero at ( 114) fS. With just one zero in-

band, it is quite easy to track the location of the notch frequency and its depth. Any errors

in the location of this notch frequency due to finite OTA gain and capacitor mismatches

can be determined by looking at the spectrum of the output bit stream at fairly low clock
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rates (whete the OTA is guaranteed enough time to settle). Once these errors are deter-

mined the clock frequency can be increased and the effects of incomplete OTA settling on

the location of the notch frequency determined.

As explained in chapter 2, the poles of the loop filter (zeros of the NTF) determine the

band of frequencies from which the noise will be filtered away. Therefore, to obtain a

notch at ( 1/4) fs, the desired filter response is:

1A(z) = -z*+ 1

which results in a noise transfer function H&z) :

(5.1)

Ideally, to obtain the largest SNR possible, it is desirable to have the magnitude of the

NTF zero exactly equal to 1 and its angular frequency exactly in the centre of the band of

interest which, in our design is at 7t/2. Any error in either one of these quantities, due to

capacitor errors or non-ideal OTAs, will increase the amount of quantization noise in the

band selected for decimation. Since certain filter structures are better at obtaining an accu-

rate filter pole magnitude, while others are better at obtaining an accurate filter pole angle

when faced with circuit non-ideahties, it was considered interesting to see which affected

SNR more severely. To determine how sensitive the SNR is to non-ideal NTFs, slight

errors in the magnitude and angle of the NTF zero were made and the SNR calculated

using the linear model. The results (Fig. 5.1) show that SNR is more sensitive to errors in

the angle of the NTF zero than errors in its magnitude. However, magnitude errors can

result in dead bands and limit cycles which would not appear in the linear model [20]. In

higher order system dead bands and limit cycles are not much of a problem because there

are many different states which help to randomize the input into the quantizer and break

up these effects [28]. Also shown in Fig. 5.1 am the results of using two different OSRs:

lower oversampling-ratio system are more tolerant of errors in the location of the NTF
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zero than higher oversampling systems.

Several different biquad structures can be used to realize the filter response given in

(eq. 5.1). In the following sections two different structures are compared. The first to be

discussed is the lossless discrete integrator (LDI) phased modulator. As will be shown, the

LDI modulator is mom demanding on the speed of the OT& but is capable of delivering

infinite Q filters in spite of capacitor mismatches. The second switching scheme to be

discussed is the Forward Euler (FE) phased modulator which is tolerant of slightly slower

OTAs but in which the Q of the filter is dependent on capacitor matching.

5.1.1 LDI Modulator

The LDI modulator is shown in Fig. 5.2. The comparator was replaced by a linear

white noise source and a delay, which is used to represent the one clock cycle that is

required for the comparator. The filter is shown within the dashed lines of Fig. 5.2.

Phasing of the integrators was selected such that the OTA settle in parallel rather than

series. In this way one OTA will never have to wait for the other OTA to settle. As seen in

Fig. 5.2, the input signal U(z) and the noise signal N(z) can see slightly different filter

responses (same f3ter poles but different filter zeros) by appropriately choosing feed-in

and feed-back capacitors Gas and C+ To keep it as simple as possible the same filter
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(5.6)

With ideal OTAs the LDI structure guarantees that the filer pole will have a magnitude of

1, independent of capacitor ratios. Location of the notch frequency is derived from the

angle of the filter pole (eq. 5.6) and is given below:

(5.7)

From (eq. 5.7) the error in the notch frequency (AfnO& due to capacitor mismatch can

be determined. Assuming (1 + R/2) <c 1 the error in the notch frequency becomes:

which means four different capacitors (R) can contribute to errors in the location of the

notch frequency. Simulated results for capacitor mismatch vs. pole frequency are given in

section 5.1.4.

5.1.1.1 OTA Loading in the LDI structure

The luxury of having the magnitude of the filter pole independent of capacitor ratios

in the LDI structure comes with the drawback of “unbalancing” the capacitive loading

seen by the unbuffered OTA. Capacitive loading on the OTA for the different clock phases

is shown in Fig. 5.3.

c2 c2

+

-ii2
V out

C +
T I

CIP

Phase1 Phase2
FIGURE 5.3 Capacitive loading seen by OTA A2 in the LDI structure on

each clwk phase. (5 and CM are the input and output
parasitic capacitances of the OTA)
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During phase 1 the input and output capacitors are connected to the OTA, and on phase 2

the OTA is left floating. Using feedback analysis methods the OTA closed-loop time

constant can be easily derived.

FIGURE 5.4 Block diagram of OTA in feedback.

The gain of the OTA with feedback is given in (eq. 5.9).

AAf = -
l+#IA (5.9)

Assuming the OTA has a single pole “roll off’ (A = U/S) the closed-loop frequency

response becomes:

From (eq. 5.10) the closed-loop time constant 7 of the OTA is derived.

(5.10)

During phase 1 the feedback factor is going to be less than 1 (input capacitor is connected)

I&l = c2c1+cp+c2 (5.12)

and the unity gain frequency will be reduced (load capacitance is connected)

&l, input
@Ml = c3 + CIp + (Cl + Cp) c2/ CC* + cp + ($1

resulting in a large closed loop time constant.

(5.13)

During phase 2, when input and output capacitances are disconnected, the feedback factor

will be larger:
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f&* = L
cP+c2

(5.14)

and CI+ will be larger:

&n, input%x = Clp + cpc2/ (Cp + C2)
(5.1%

resulting in a small closed-loop time constant.

This “unbalancing” of the capacitive load seen by the OTA n~~lts in a long settling time

on one of the clock phases (phase one, in this case) reducing the maximum clock speed.

Example: Using the data for the folded cascode OTA described in chapter 4, namely

grn, input = 4mA/V, Cp = 0.6pf, Clp = 0.3pf and selecting Ct = C2 = C3 = 0.6pf the closed-

loop time constant on phase 1 becomes Tot = 0.97% and on phase 2 it becomes ~~~ = 0.45ns.

Thus, due to unbalancing the capacitive load, this structure will require 6.8311s to obtain 7~ settling
(assuming the OTA does not slew).

51.2 F’EI Modulator

A single-ended representation of the FE modulator is shown in Fig. 5.5. The filter

response that the quantization noise sees (AN(z)) is given by (eq. 5.16).

wAN(z) = - =
y(z)

(5.16)

+ “Forward Euler” Filter A(z) &
~____-___-__----__------------------------------------------------_____~

FIGURE 5.5 Single-ended representation of the FE modulator
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Setting (eq. 5.16) equal to (eq. 5.1) and choosing Ci~ = Ci* = Cx = 1, as with the LDI

modulator, the capacitor values can be derived: ct.,0 = -1, C,,* = 0 and Cr = Cd = -2.

Similarly CaO and Cal can be found to equal 1 and 0, respectively. Again the clock

phasing was chosen so the OTAs settle in parallel rather than series. Setting the denomi-

nator of (eq. 5.16) equal to zero and solving for z the poles of the filter are detexmined:

2= (l+D/2) kj&(R+D2/4) (5.17)

121 = &iGi5 (5.18)

Lz = atan A(R + D2/4)
(1 +D/2) (5.19)

cc
where: whez.e: R = ail ~i2 ‘dLLadDz C

11

The magnitude of the filter pole is dependent on capacitor ratios as shown in (eq. 5.18)

which means that even with ideal OTAs an infinite Q filter is not guaranteed. Error in the

notch frequency is derived assuming (I 1 + D/2[ ) << 1.

Afnotch =;(l+D,2) (5.20)

The disadvantage of having the magnitude of the filter pole dependent on capacitor

matching is countered slightly by the advantage of having the angle of the filter pole set

mainly by the second integrator. This will be compared to the LDI modulator in section

5.1.4.

5.1.2.1 OTA Loading in the FE structure

An increase in integrator speed is realized with the FE clock phasing by “balancing”

the capacitive loading seen by the OTA between the two clock phases as shown in Fig.

5.6. During phase 2 the input capacitance is cormected to the OTA so the feedback factor

is the same as that for the LDI modulator on phase 1 (eq. 5.12), but the output capacitance

is not; the unity gain frequency (eq. 5.21) is much higher resulting in a small 7.
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Phase2 Phase1

FIGURE 5.6 Capacitive loading seen by OTA A2 using tbe F’E structure.
(C,, and Cb are the parasitic input and output capacitance
of the OTA)

During phase 1 the output capacitance is connected which will reduce 61~ (eq. 5.22)

(5.21)

(5.22)

but, the input capacitance is not connected therefore the feedback factor will be larger (eq.

5.14) and 7 will still be small. As a result of splitting up the capacitive loading on the OTA

a smaller integrator tune constant is realized and faster clocking speeds should be obtain-

able.

Example: Using the data for the folded cascade OTA described in chapter 4, namely,

gul, input = 4mA/V, Cp = 0.6pf, Ctp = 0.3pf and selecting C, = C2 = C3 = 0.6pf the closed-

loop time constant on phase 1 becomes $ 1 = 0.6ns and on phase 2 it becomes zo2 = 0.52511s.  Thus,

as a result of balancing the capacitive load seen by the OTA, this struchnz will only require 4.2ns to
obtain 7~ settling (assuming the OTA does not slew). This is approximately 40% faster than the LDI

saucture.

5.1.3 Scaling Capacitors

For comparison, both modulator variants are shown simultaneously in their differen-

tial form in Fig. 5.7. Values and clock phasings for the FE circuit are shown in parentheses

where the variants differ, and the sign inversion and additional “damping” capacitor

needed for the FE case are shown comected with dotted lines. The negative capacitor

values for Cd and Cr are obtained by connecting their bottom plates to the opposite side of
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OTA AZ. The capacitors were scaled for maximum dynamic range (4 volt differential

swing of the amplifiers) and their values are given in Table 5.1.

PIG- 5.7 2%wder BPS modulators in their differential form
a) LDI modulator
b) FE modulator use clock phasing in 0 and dashed lines.

TABLE 5.1 Nominal capacitor values for both modulator

* not present in the LDI modulator

51.4 Capacitor Mismatches

Assuming the OTk used in the modulators are ideal, the effects of capacitor

mismatch on the location of the filter pole can be determined by making slight errors to the

capacitor values used in (eq. 5.8), (eq. 5.18) and (eq. 5.20). Errors were made to the two

integrating capacitors and the resulting magnitude and angle of the filter pole determined

and plotted in Fig. 5.8.

As earlier stated the magnitude of the filter pole with the LDI structure is independent

of capacitor values. However, the angle of the filter pole with the LDI structure is approx-
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% error in Lz
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FIGURE 5.8 Filter pole sensitivity to errors in the integrating capacitors
a) percentage error in the fiker pole magnitude
b) percentage error in the filter pole angle

imately twice as sensitive to capacitor error as the FE structure. This is intuitively satis-

fying since; in the LDI structum both integrators am used to place the angle of the pole

whereas, in the FE structure only the second integrator is used.

51.5 Non-ideal OTAs

Effects of finite OTA gain, bandwidth and slew rate

mining the equations that would predict the phase and

different biquads. The effects of finite gain and bandwidth

were considered when deter-

magnitude errors in the two

on switch-C biquads, for zero

output impedance op-amps, were previously investigated by Martin and Sedra [32]. These

results were generalized to transconductance op-amps, where the transient due to charging

amplifier loads is important, by Ribner and Copeland [41]. Neither of these anaIyses

considered slew rate limited op-amps or input and output parasitic capacitances.

To determine the effects of non-ideal OTAs on the performance of the LDI modulator,

the transfer function of the 1/2-delay non-inverting integrator using non-ideal OTAs must

be determined. The ideal transfer function of the 1/2-delay non-inverting integrator is

given by (eq. 5.23).

(5.23)
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In the presence of non-ideal OTAS the integrator will have a gain error P and pole error M

as shown in (eq. 5.24).

(5.24)

If the OTA has finite DC gain the value of P and M are given by (eq. 5.25)

P,M=l- (icr&/AO (5.25)

where tcr, and rcM are constants related to capacitor values and A0 is the DC gain of the

OTA. If the OTA has finite bandwidth the value of P and M are given by (eq. 5.26)

where $-, M is a constant and tSetue is the amount of time the OTA has for linear settling.
.

tsettle = “’ - ‘sle* - ‘overlap (5.27)

where: T is the clock period
ts,_,, is the amount of time the OTA spends slewing

t,_,ver,at, is the time used up by the non-overlapping clmk phases

The derivation of the constants in these equations involve using initial charge distribution

at the instant the switch is closed. It is quite lengthy and resides in Appendix A. Also, due

to the use of slew rate limited OTA, which can produce intermodulation affects as well as

frequency shifts, the equations to predict the errors are non-linear making the math quite

difficult. Therefore, a linear approximation of the real behavior is made to simplify the

final solution. The expected error in the filter pole magnitude and phase for the LDI modu-

lator is given in Table 5.2.
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grator only has one transient. Errors due to finite DC gain will be similar to the 1/2-delay

non-inverting integrator but the errors due to finite bandwidth will be affected by incom-

plete settling on both phases. However, the integrator time constant is much faster for the

l-delay integrator on both phases. The non-ideal transfer function of the l-delay non-

inverting integrator is given by (eq. 528).

(5.28)

where: E  = (1 -El) (1 -Es)

E~~dE~~~eg~~~~~wi~p~l~dp~2

F is the pole error in the imgrator on phase 2 (negligible error on

Ph 11

The values for E and F have been derived in Appendix A for both integrators in the FE

structure. The summarized results are given in Table 5.3.

Using HSPICE simulation data obtained from chapter 4 for the OTA and the equa-

tions in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, the magnitude and notch frequency error were determined

for the two different modulators as the clock frequency was increased (Fig. 5.9).

l.O-_ - _ _ ~
N

g 0.98-

3
i? 0.96-
B

3
.Z

0.94-

El
$z 0.92-

0.9 ; I I I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70

a) Sampling frequency (MHz) b) hmpling frequency (MHz)

FIGURE 5.9 Effects of non-ideal OTAs on the performance of the LDI and
FX modulators.

a) Magnltude of filter pole at different clock frequencies
b) Percentage error in notch frequency as clock frequency is

increased
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5.2 Layout and Experimental Results

The circuits were implemented in a 0.8j.tm BiCMOS process [26]. Four different test

configurations were laid out: folded cascade OTA, switched-C unity gain circuit, LDI

modulator and FE modulator (Fig. 5.10).

F I G U R E  5.10 Phatomicrograph of test chip. (read counter-clwkwise
starting from the top Ieft corner.)

a) Fokled Cascade OTA
b) Unity gain switched-C test coniiguration
i) LDI modulator
d) FE modulator

52.1 Folded Cascade OTA

The DC gain of the folded cascade OTA was determined by applying a small sinust

signal to the input of the OTA (open loop) and measuring the size of the sinusoidal outp

Iid

tut.
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A DC gain of 55dB was obtained. The gm of the input devices was determined by placing

a resistor across the two output terminals (Fig. 5.1 la) and applying a small dc signal to the

input of the OTA. Using (eq. 5.29) the gm of the input devices was calculated to be

approximately 4mA/V which is the same as that obtained from Hspice simulations.

(5.29)

To determine the settling time, the folded cascade OTA was connected (on chip) in a

unity gain switched-C configuration (Fig. 5.llb). Output buffers were added such that

5OS2 probes could be used for testing. The output buffers, emitter followers, had 2k resis-

tors placed at the emitter such that the output of the OTA would not be loaded down by the

500 probe. This resulted in a division by 40 in the output waveform. On phase 1, the

FIGURE 5.11 Test configurations for the folded cascade OTA
a) JK gain test cmfiguration, add R to determine GM
b) !Settling lime test contiguration

input capacitors were charged to a DC voltage and the capacitors across the OTA were

discharged. On phase 2, the input capacitors were connected to the OTA and the output

rise time was measured. The rise time for the OTA was measured to be 3.3ns. Assuming a

single pole response the closed loop time constant was

tr = 2.27. This is a worst case estimate of what 7 is since

calculated to be 1.5ns using

it does not take into consider-

ation that the OTA is slewing for a portion of the rise tune. However, it does give a lower

limit to what the unity gain frequency of the OTA is:

f, = L> 318MHz (@ C,_, = 1pF)
2437 (5.30)
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5.2.2 2nd-order Bandpass AZ modulators

Each modulator was packaged and tested separately. The bit streams generated by the

modulators were collected using a logic analyzer and saved to a data file for later

processing. It should be noted that this is a much better approach than just taking pictures

from an analog spectrum analyzer since the latter method will mask the effects of clock

jitter. Fig. 5.12 shows the output spectrum of the LDI modulator when being clocked at

45MHz with two tones applied to the input. The two tone test shows very few intermodu-

lation distortion products. This difYers from the spectrum obtained from the FE modulator
0 1

I I I 1 ? I I I I-
11.25 22.5 11.025 11.25 11.475

Frequency (MHz) b) Fmquency (Ma)

FIGURE 5.12 Output spectrum of the LDI modulator when clocked at
45MEh Two tone input each at -6dB.

a) output spectrum, abscissa contains 32768bins
b) expanded view of in-band

(Fig. 5.13) where many intermodulation distortion products are present (characteristic of

finite pole Q [9][20][29]) but where the centre of the notch is much closer to 1/4 the

sampling frequency.

Data were collected for both modulators at several different clock frequencies to see

the effects of incomplete OTA settling on the location of the notch frequency. The results

are plotted in Fig. 5.14 where the points are experimentaIly measured and the lines are

mathematically predicted using the equations in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. Below 2OMHz

the OTAs have enough time, after slewing, to settle linearly (greater than 7~) and the

errors in notch frequency are due to capacitor mismatch and finite OTA DC gain. Using
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i I 1 1 I

0 11.25 22.5

a) Frequency &fHd

FIGURES13 Output spectrum

t I 1 1 I

11.025 11.25 11.475
b) l+equ=y NW

of tbe FE modulator when clocked at
45MIIzTwo tone input each at -6dB.

a) output spectrum, abscissa contains 3276Sbhs
b) expanded view of in-band

-6.0 -

-7.0 I I I I I I-
10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Sampling fkequency (MHz)

FIGURE 5.14 Percentage error in notch frequency resulting from non-ideal
OTAs. Points are experimentaliy measured and lines are
matbenuaticaIly predicted by equations in Table 5.2 and Tabie
5.3.

the measured DC gain of the OTA (55dB) and inserting this into the equations the capac-

itor mismatch was estimated to he -0.2% for Ci~ and -0.3% for Ci~- These are reason-

able given that we are using small capacitor values. Shown in Fig. 5.15 is the SM as the

input changes in amplitude. The linear model predicts a lower SNR than measured results,

which should not generate concern since the linear model assumes that the quantkation
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noise is white and in low order systems this is not generally the case [9][27].

hear model - 25
I 1 I I I

-25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0
Input amplihlde (dB)
(relative to full scale)

FIGURJI 5.15 SNR in a 200 kHz bandwidth centered at 5MH.z while being
clocked at 2OMHz.

The experimental data used in determining the effects of incomplete OTA settling on

the location of the notch frequency was also used in calculating the SNR in a 2OOkHz band

centered at 1/4 the sampling frequency. Experimental results show that SNR increases by

approximately 9dB/octave, as should be the case for lst-order noise shaping, until incom-

plete OTA settling starts to affect the performance. This appears to happen between

2OMHz and 3OMHz for the LDI modulator and 35MHz and 45MHz for the FE modulator.

\
1 9 , I

10 20 30 40 50 6070
Sampling Frequency (MHz)

FIGURE 5.16 SNR in a 2OOkHz band centered at 114 the sampling frequency.
(input at &lB) Points are experimentally memured and line
are mathematically predicted.
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5.3 Summary

The objective of this chapter was to determine the maximum sampling speed obtain-

able from a switched-C BPAZ modulator and what the limiting factors would be. Two

different structures were implemented to investigate this upper limit and were named the

LDI modulator and FE modulator. The fact that the LDI modulator was capable of deliv-

ering an infinite Q filter in spite of capacitor mismatches made it an attractive architecture.

However the reduced OTA bandwidth required by the FE structure made it very attractive

as well even though the Q of the filter was dependent on capacitor matching. Experimental

results showed that the FE modulator gave a speed advantage over the LDI modulator and

the sensitivity of Q to capacitor errors did not appear to seriously degrade SNR. Higher

order modulators are more tolerant to Q errors [28] so the FE modulator would be well

suited for the required 8*-order modulator.

The upper limit on the switched-C biquad was determined to be between 35MHz and

45MHz. The limiting factor in our design was the amount of time the folded cascode OTA

required to settle. There were two major factors which contributed to this long settling

time and they were the large parasitic input capacitance of the PMOS devices (0.6pf) and

the large amount of time the OTA spent slewing the load capacitance (4.2ns). Methods of

reducing both of these quantities will be discussed in section 6.2.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter contains the conclusions that can be drawn from the work presented in

this thesis. From these conclusions the dixection that future work should take is discussed.

6.1 Thesis Conclusions

This thesis contributed to knowledge of architectural trade-offs in delta-sigma modu-

lation, to high-speed BiCMOS analog circuit design, and to radio architecture.

Chapter 1 developed the motivation to perform A/D conversion at the IF stage of a

radio. Specifications were obtained for a possible future digital radio from a report done

by the Communications Research Centre. The main interest was in converting larger rela-

tive bandwidths to digital form to allow fine-filtering, channel selection and demodulation

to be done digitally. Higher centre frequencies were also desired to reduce the complexity

of the analog mixing stage.

Chapter 2 reviewed the operation of AX A/D conversion and compared LPAZ and

BPAZ A/D converters. Switched-C technology was chosen over continuous-time methods

for implementation because it was a proven technology for high resolution at baseband.

Continuous-time is expected to dominate at very high speeds but, for the specifications

outlined in Table 1.1, the switched-C approach was considered optimal. Single stage and

two stage (MASH) topologies were compared for the implementation. MASH modulators

were shown to produce stable high-order noise shaping, but required precision matching

between analog and digital filters. For this reason a single stage topology was selected.

Chapter 3 explored architectures which were capable of producing high resolution

A/D conversion with low oversampling ratios (OSR). It was shown that if a low OSR is
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used the SNR will not increase significantly as the order of the modulator is increased.

However, by slightly increasing the maximum gain of the NTF used in the modulator,

large increases in in-band attenuation could be obtained, resulting in much larger SNRs.

To take advantage of this trade-off, multi-level quantizers were required to reduce the

noise power being fed back to the filter, otherwise the system would become unstable.

Simulated results showed that by taking advantage of the added stability when going from

a 2-level to a 3-level quantizer, in an 8*-order modulator, an increase in SNR of 18dB

could be obtained. Linearity problems with the multi-level D/A converter were addressed

by using randomizing approaches [24][25] to convert D/A errors into white noise. For low

OSR systems, it was shown that a large portion of this white noise lies in-band, reducing

the SNR to approximately 12 bits. However, if differential circuits are used in the imple-

mentation, it is conceivable that 3 levels could be obtained quite accurately with careful

design and layout. Therefore, to meet the radio specifications a 3-level quantizer and an

8*-order NTF, which had a maximum gain of 5dB, could be used. Simulated results for

the resulting modulator gave a SNR of 87dB.

Although digital error correction schemes were not discussed (since it was considered

desirable to avoid making the decimation side any more complicated than need be) a

simple procedure for correcting 3-levels to 20 bit accuracy has recently been reported [42]

making the work presented here much more viable.

Chapter 4 contained the high-speed analog circuits required to meet the sampling

frequency desired by industry. The circuits were designed in a 0.8pm BiCMOS process

(k2SV) and included a fully differential folded cascade OTA with continuous-time

CMFB, a pseudo-ECL comparator, switches, a clock generator, a D/A converter, and a

sample-and-hold. We attempted to meet all of the specifications set out in Table 1.1 except

the power constraint. This was considered a little too stringent for the first BiCMOS run.

Chapter 5 focused on determining the maximum sampling speed obtainable from a

switched-C BPAE modulator and what the limiting factors would be. Two different 2rrd-
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order structures were implemented to investigate this upper limit and were named the LDI

modulator and FE modulator. The LDI modulator was chosen for its capability of deliv-

ering an infinite Q filter in spite of capacitor mismatches. The FE modulator was selected

for the reduced OTA bandwidth required, even though the Q of the filter was dependent on

capacitor matching. Experimental results showed that the FE modulator gave a speed

advantage over the LDI modulator and the sensitivity of Q to capacitor errors did not

appear to seriously degrade SNR. Higher order modulators are more tolerant to Q errors so

the FE modulator would be well suited for the required 8*-order BPAZ modulator.

Experimental results showed that the SNR of the LDI and FE modulators increased

by 9dB/octave (as should be the case for 1 st-order noise shaping) up to clock frequencies

of 3OMHz and 4OMHz, respectively. After these points the effects of incomplete OTA

settling started to effect modulator performance. The slow settling of the OTA was deter-

mined to be due to the large parasitic input capacitance of the folded cascade OTA and the

low slew rate.

6.2 Future Work

To meet the radio specifications given in Table 1.1 the FE biquad would need

cascaded 4 times. The resulting modulator (in single-ended form) is shown in Fig. 6.
AA

BB

to be

1.

*
FIGUBE 6.1 Cascade of 4 FE biquads to obtain an 8&-order BPAZ

modulator (sbown here in single*nded form).
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TO obtain the capacitor values for this system the NTF needs to be derived (eq. 6.1) and set

equal to the desired NTF derived in (eq. 3.1). This would be difficult by hand but with

software such as Mathematics [43] this is not a problem. The feed-in capacitor values

could be determined by deriving the STF of the 8*-order modulator in Fig. 6.1 (eq. 6.2)

and setting it equal to the desired STF derived in (eq. 3.2).

Tl T2T3T4
NTF=

T,T2T3T~-B~3-B,~-B2T,I2-B3T,I3-B~T~T2I-B~T,T2I2-B~T,T2T3-B,T,T2T3I
(6.1)

where: I  = z - l  Tn = I’-Rg (R,,=D,,)

STF =
A~I3+A,~+~T,I2+A3T,I3+A4T,T2I+A~T,T2I2+A6T,T2T3+~T,T2T3I

T~T2T3T~-B~I3-B,~-B2T~I2-B3T,I3-B~T,T2I-B~T,T2I2-B~T~T2T3-B,T,T2T3I
(6.3

Since 3-level modulators have been implemented and 3-level digital correction

schemes have been done [42], more interesting research would be to build a S-level 8*-

order BPAZ modulator which required 5-levels to obtain a good stability margin but could

possibly operate with just 3-levels. This would allow the designer to have the inner levels

of the D/A converter selectable. One could determine if the system works for a known

digital correction scheme (3-levels) and then switch in the inner levels and the Slevel

digital correction scheme could be tested. One such NTF was selected from Fig. 3.3 which

had a maximum gain of 7dB. The coefficient form of the NTF, obtained from filtorX, is

given in (eq. 6.3). A STF was also obtained and is given in (eq. 6.4).

YmNTF x - =
b,, + b2z2 + bdz4 + b6z6 + bsz*

N(z) d,, + d2z2 + d4z4 + d6z6 + dnz’
(from filtorx)

b. = b* = 1 do = 0.22441

urh=: ;b2 = b6 = 3.99167 d2 = 1.14243

lb4 = 5.98336 d4 = 2.41419

‘6
= 2.42181)

de = 1.0 ;

Y(Z)STFs - =
a, + %z3 + aszs + %z’

u(z) d,, + d2z2 + d4z4 + d6z6 + dBza
(from !&xX) (6.4)

whexe: {
aI = -0.060804 a5 = 0.023266

a3 = -0.023266 a = o.0608041
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Q. 6.3 and eq. 6.4 were set equal to eq. 6.1 and eq. 6.2 respectively to obtain the

required capacitor values for the 5-level8*-order BPAZ modulator (Table 6.1).

TABLE 6.1 Uwxaled capacitor values for the 5-kve! 8*-Order
BPS A/D modulator shown in Fig. 6.1.

B4 0.7759 Ad -0.0134 Al CT,, = cd,,

Bs 0.4257 As 0.065 1 All Gin = Cxn = 1

B6 1.1442 J&i 0.0 n=l,2,3,4

J37 0.0 A7 0.06 All intqfating caps. = 1

To make sure no errors were made in determining these capacitor values, the 8*-order

BPAZ modulator was simulated in SWITCAP2 [44] using the capacitor values in Table

6.1. The quantizer in Fig. 6.1 was replaced by an addition stage such that an AC analysis

could be performed in SWlTCAP2 to obtain the NTF and STF. The results were compared

to the ideal NTF and STF obtained from filtorX in Fig. 6.2 and it can be seen that rounding

the capacitor values off to 4 decimal places had little effect on the results. A 5-level quan-

tizer should be used in SWITCAP2 and the maximum output of each integrator deter-

mined. The capacitors could then be scaled to maximize dynamic range of each integrator.

In the FE structure (Fig. 6.1) all the OTAs get sampled on phase 2. Since this is the

phase that the OTA will require most time to slew (load capacitance is connected) it might

be a good idea to increase the length of phase 2 (for example to give a 60/40 duty cycle).
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Frewcw W-W

FIGUBE 62 Comparison of the NTF and STF obtained from Swltcap,
using capacitor values rounded to 4 decimal places, to tbe
ideal NTF and STF obtained fkom UltorX (dotted lines).

An improved OTA will be required to meet the 8OMHz sampling frequency outlined

by the digital radio market. One such OTA that will meet speed requirements is the tele-

scopic cascade OTA (Fig. 6.3). By using NMOS devices for the input, this OTA can

obtain the same gm as the folded cascade OTA with devices that are 1/3 the size. This will

decrease parasitic input capacitance resulting in a faster closed loop time constant. Also,

by using the emitter folIowers as current buffers to drive the load capacitances, a larger

slew rate can be obtained (SR = Icing /Cc but Cc N CL). To prevent large overshoots in the

TABLE B.2 Simulated nsults

Telescopic cascade OTA wltb simulated results for a 1pF
load capacitance.

FIGUBE 6.3
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output waveform, the voltage at the emitter of Ql and Q2 has to be able to change faster

than the voltage at the base of Ql and Q2. This mquires large currents to be used in the

emitter followers resulting in large power dissipation.

For hand held applications a reduction in the power dissipation is desired. To meet the

power requirements outlined in Table 1.1 and to prevent slew rate limitations a different

form of amplification will be required. A suggestion would be to look into class AB ampli-

fiers [33] or inverter type amplifiers [45]. The standard single stage amplifiers will not be

able to meet the slew rate and power requirements simultaneously unless a method of

dynamically biasing the tail current is developed [46]. An important note in designing

OTAs for BPAE modulators, rather than LPAZ modulators, is that the integrators used will

require a gain greater than one. This results in increasing the integrator time constant

which can result in long settling times. Therefore, the OTA should be checked in a tran-

sient analysis with the actual scaled capacitor values to make sure 5~ settling is chainecl

in the allowed time.

Another interesting project would be to design an AM/PM radio using the present

2rtd-order BPS modulator. A/D conversion could be performed on AM FG or PM IP.

This would be an interesting project allowing the designer to build some analog front-end

circuits as well as some very complicated digital circuits.
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APPENDIX A

Effects of Non-ideal OTAs on Switched-C Biquads

Filters used in AX modulators requim that there poles be placed very accurately since

these poles will determine the band of frequencies that quantization noise will be filtered

away from. Errors in the phase of the filter pole results in shifting the centre frequency of

the modulator from ideal, reducing SNR in the band selected for decimation. Magnitude

errors results in lowering the Q of the filter again reducing the SNR. Low Q also produces

“deadband” behavior and may result in intermodulation distortion [9]. The effects of finite

gain and bandwidth on switch-C biquads for zero output impedance op-amps were previ-

ously investigated by Martin and Sedra [32]. These results wete then generalized to

transconductance op-amps, where the transient due to charging amplifier loads is impor-

tant, by Ribner and Copeland [41]. Neither of these methods considered slew rate limited

op-amps or input and output parasitic capacitances. These extensions are made in this

appendix.

The first part of this appendix determines the effect of non-ideal OTAs on the transfer

function of the 1/2-delay and l-delay non-inverting integrators. These results are then

used to determine the pole location of the lossless discrete integrator (LDI) filter and

“Forward Euler” (FE) filter and hence the magnitude and phase errors that can be expected

with each.

A.1 1/2=Delay Non-inverting Integrator

The 1/2-delay non-inverting integrator is shown in Fig. A. 1. Two switch capacitor

inputs are shown; Cl the feed-in capacitor of interest and Cd representing all other capac-

itor feed-ins. To derive the transfer function V~(Z)/Vi(Z) superposition is used, meaning
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all other input sources are grounded except Vi. During et the input capacitor CI is

connected to Vi, capacitor C4 is shorted to ground and the output capacitor C3 is

connected to the next stage (virtual ground of an OTA). On (I* the OTA removes the

charge from the input capacitors and stores it across Cz as well as charging up the output

capacitor Cs . Due to non-ideal OTAs, all the charge is not removed from the input capaci-

tors on ez and magnitude and phase errors result.

Next stage

FIGURE A.1 a) l&delay non-inverting integrator
b) clock phasing diagram
c)chargingdiagramwhen @I is%glP

d) ckging d&gram when f12 is ‘%igh”

A.l.1 OTAs with Finite DC Gain

In this section the transfer function of the 1/2-delay non-inverting integrator is

derived assuming the OTAs have finite DC gain but infinite bandwidth and unlimited slew

rate. The output voltage V&r) (node [B] in Fig. A. 1) at the end of ez is given by eq.A. 1.

y$o = -V2(n) - $VJn)
0 (Al)
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V*(n) is derived using the conservation of charge law at node [A] in Fig. A.1.

where: Aq = CAV

Substitute the change in voltage from time (n - 1) -+ n into eq.A.2 to get eq.A.3.

C2 V2N - 1) - V.+)) + Cl
t

-Vo@)
- Vi(n - 112) - T

1

+%J (

-VJn - 1) -V&r)

Acl
-~)+cJo~~)~o

Simplifying eq.A.3 and using the z-transform, an expression for Vz is derived:

C
V*(z)(l -z-l) = - &-l’zvi(z) + -&

c1+c4+5 cp -1

c2 0 ( c2
--2

c2 1
y#)

(A.21

(A.3)

(A.4)

Substitute eq.A.4 into the z-transform of eq.A.1 and simplify to obtain the transfer func-

tion of the 1/2-delay non-inverting integrator which uses finite gain OT&.

c c (Cl + c2 + c4 + CJ /c2

y)(Z)
Cl/C2 11 1 +

A0 1)
zl/2

-=
‘i(‘I cc2 + cpl jc2

z-l+ A
t H

/ 1+
(Cl + c2 + c4 + Cp) /c2

0 A0 1

Making the observation:

(Cl + c2 + c4 + CJ /c2

))
ml-

(Cl + c2 + c4 + CJ /c2

A0 A0

eq.A.5 simplifies to eq.A.7.

Cl-pzl’Z
c2

z - M

tA.3

W.7)

A.l.2 OTAs with Finite Bandwidth and Slew Rate Limitations

In this section the transfer function of the 1/2-delay non-inverting integrator will be

derived assuming the OTA have infinite DC gain but finite bandwidth and limited slew
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rate. To simplify this procedure the transconductance amplifier is assumed to have a single

pole “roll-off ‘:

0,A(s) = y (A.8)

Typical waveforms that are observed at the input and output of the OTA from a tran-

sient analysis are shown in Fig. A.2.

Tie

JTIGURE A.2 The transient response at the input (VI) and output (VJ of
the USdelay non-inverting integrator. Figure intended to
illustrate initial charge redistribution, OTA slewing and
linear settling.

At the instant ~3~ goes “high” transients occur at the input and output of the transconduc-

tance amplifier due to charge redistributions. The initial voltages at the input and output of

the OTA due to this charge redistribution will be referred to as v&n - 1/2)+ and

VO(n - 1~2)+ respectively. The value of these voltages are derived by using charge conser-

vation at node [A] and [B] in Fig. A.1 for the time interval (n- 1/2) + (n- l/2) +.

Assume that the switches are much faster than the OTA.

From node p]:

c2 + Clp
w - 1’2)+ = c2 + Clp + c3

c2VO(n-l/2)+c +c
2

+c VI(n-1/2)+
1P 3

M.9)
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From node [A]:

Cl W3
Vl(n - 1/2)+ = -rVi(n - 112) -

CW (Cz + Clp + C3)
VJn - 112)

W
(A.10)

where: C,,, = q+q+c +
c* cqp + q

p c~+qp+c3

After the initial charge transfer, during the time interval (n - 1) + + n, the output voltage

of the OTA will slew for a portion of the time and then settle linearly (eq.A. 11).

avow = t s hew

’ t > ts,ew
(A.11)

where: &,, is the amount of time the OTA spends slewing

The output voltage of the OTA can be related to the input of the OTA by using KCL at

node [A] :

c&t)+ (q+cJ+cp)$&t) = 0 (A. 12)

But V&t) = VI(t) - VJt) so eq.A.12 becomes:

(A. 13)

Substituting eqA.13 into eq.A.11 and using Laplace transforms, an expression for VI(t) is

obtained:

VI(n- 1/2)+ -p(SR)t t< t
- s lew

VI(t) = -; 0 - h4 - Ler*aJ
I ’ t ’ hew

where: p = C# (Cl + Cd + Cp + CJ (feedback factor)

2 = l/pa+ (the integrator rime constant)

toverlap is the time between non-overlapping clock phases.

Assuming that t > tsI_ a one line expression for V&t) can be obtained:

. .

(A. 14)

(A. 15)
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The amount of time the OTA spends slewing is determined by substiming

Vl(tSl_,) = SR/CII~ (from q.A.11) into V&& = V,(n- l/Z)+ -Pan,_,, (from

eq.A.14):

VI(n - 1/2)+
tslew = p(SR) -’ (A. 16)

An expression for VI(n) can be obtained by substituting eq.A. 16 into eq.A. 15 and solving

a t t imet=n:

(A.17)

The result shows that VI(n) is a non-linear function of VI(n - 1/2)+ which greatly

increases the complexity of the problem. To simplify eq.A. 17 the worst case condition will

be considered. The worst condition occurs when the output of the OTA must swing its

maximum range (VI(n - 1/2)+//3 = VmaX ) this would result in maximum slewing time

be subtracted away from the time allowed for linear settling, for all input. Therefore to

reduce the error in this approximation a linear comection factor was placed in front of the

exponential (VI@ - l/2)+/pVmaX) such that for smaller inputs, for which the OTA

might not slew but the approximation still subtracts maximum slew time, the error in

VI(n) would be reduced. Therefore, a linear approximation to eq.A.17 is:

sR

VI(n) = 0
t

= cVI(n - l/2)+eBk

overlap

To relate this to the output eq.A.13 is simplified and solved at t = n to give:

Vo(n) - Vo(n - 1/2)+ = (l/p) (VI(n) - VI(n - 1/2)+)

Substituting eq.A. 18 into eq.A. 19 an expression for VJn) is obtained:

(A.18)

(A.19)
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VJn) = VJn - 1/2)+ - (l/p) (l- <eak) V,(n - 1/2)+

Substitute eq.A.9 and eq.A. 10 into eq.A.20 to obtain:

(A.20)

VJn-1/2)=V&n-l)- (l-e -‘I) VI(n - 1) CA.22)

w h e r e : lcol is the exponential constant associated with the integratOr on @I .

During Cl1 both input and output capacitors are discomxxted theEfore k0 1 is quite large

and VJn - 1/2) becomes:

VJn - 1/2) = VJn - 1) - VI(n - 1) (A.23)

Substituting eq.A.23 into eq.A.21 and taking the z-transform we arrive at the transfer

function for the 1/2-delay non-inverting integrator which uses OTAs with finite bandwidth

and slew rate limitations.

Taking into consideration that 5 [emkc = o eq.A.24 simplifies into eq.A.25.
W

A.2 l-Delay Non-inverting Integrator

The l-delay non-inverting integrator (Fig. A.3) differs from the 1/2-delay non-

inverting integrator by having its input and output capacitors connected to the OTA on
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opposite clock phases. As a result the integrator has less total loop capacitance on the indi-

b)

FIGURE A 3 a) l-delay non-inverting integrator
b) clock phasing diagram
c) charging diagram when eI is ‘Sgh”

d) &~&IQ d@p-am when f12 in %igh9*

vidual clock phases and faster integrator time constants are possible. However, the OTA

now has to settle two transients; one on 0t when the input capacitor is connected to the

virtual ground of the OTA and auother on ez when the load capacitor, which was just

discharged, is connected to the output

A.2.1 OTAs with Finite DC Gain

The response of the l-delay non-inverting integrator which uses OT& that have infi-

nite bandwidth, unlimited slew rate but finite DC gain can be shown to be the same as

those for the 1/2-delay non-inverting integrator except now the output is one full phase

behind the input.
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(Cl +c*+c~+cp~
4

= -(c~+cyc2 Z - M

‘- A0

(A.26)

A.2.2 OTAs with Finite Bandwidth and Slew Rate Limitations

The effects of finite bandwidth and slew rate limited OTAs on the performance of the

l-delay non-inverting integrator are determined by splitting up the analysis into two parts

(n- 1) + (n- 1/2) and (II- 112) +n.

FIGURE A.4

Timeinterval (n- 1) +

The transient response at the input (Vt) and output (VJ of the
l-delay non-inverting integrator. Figure intended to illustrate
inkial charge redistribution, OTA slewing and linear settling.

(n- 1/2) :

To derive V&n - 1/2) the integrator is analyzed when (II is “high”. This is almost

identical to the analysis performed on the 1/2-delay non-inverting case and an expression

for VJn - 1/2) can be written directly. The

constants to distinguish between phases, since

phase.

subscript “1” is attached to many of the

these constants will be different for each
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VO(n- 112) = VJn - l)+- CIQI) (I- C,emkl) VI@ - II+

where: & = cz/ (c, + Cd + Cr + Cz) 9 $ = it (SW ,&,ax

- - + Tl - L&p
I

(A.27)

VJn - l)+ and VI(n - l)+ are derived by using charge conservation at node [B] and node

[A], respectively, at the instant 0t goes high in Fig. A.3. (assumption: Vt(n - 1) = 0).

v&l - l)+ = VO(n-l)+c c2 VI(n- 1)+ (A.28
2
+c

1P

V*(n- l)+ = -
c * cc2 + Clpl

(Cl +C4+Cp) &+qp) +c2c,pvi(n- l) (A.29)

Substituting eq.A.29 and eq.A.28 into eq.A.27 VJn - 1/2) is obtained:

VO(n- 1/2) = V&n- 1)+ c 1 -
C2441 QBkl

c 1+ q + cp + c2qpi tq + qpj
Vi(n - 1) (A.30)

2

Time interval (n - 1/2) + n:

To derive V&n) the iutegrator is analyzed when $ is “high”. At the instant E)z goes

high the load capacitor Cs , which was just discharged, is connected to the OTA pulling the

output towards the common-mode output voltage. The voltages at the input and output of

the OTA at this instant are derived using the conservation of charge law at node [A] and

[B] in Fig. A.3:

VJn - 1/2)+ = c2+cp-V&n - 1/2)+ + VJn - 1/2)
c2

(A.31)

VI(n - 1/2)+ =
c2+q+fGp

VJn - 1/2)+ - c2 + Clp

c2 c2
VJn - 1/2) (A.32)

The same type of analysis that was used to derive Vt(n) and VJn) for the 1/2-delay non-

inverting integrator can be used here to obtain eq.A.33 and eq.A.34. The subscript “2”

refers to the operating phase.
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V,(n) = &V,(n - l)+e -k* CA.33)

~o@~ = VO(n - 1/2)+ - (l/b) (l- c2eBkz) VI(n - 1/2)+ (A.34)

Substituting eq.A.31 and eq.A.32 into eq.A.34 an expmsion for V&n) as a function of

VO(n - l/2) is obtained:

Vn) = t

C3C2tCk2

l- c3 + C@ + c2cp/ (C2 + Cp) 1YJn - 1’2) (A.39

Substituting eq.A.30 into eq.A.35 and taking the z-transform we anive at the transfer

function for the l-delay non-inverting integrator which uses OTAs with finite bandwidth

and slew rate limitations.

Cl

Vo@I
T (l- ct&eWkl) (l- iic2eekz)

PZ
‘i(‘) 2 - (l- ic2emkz) Z - F (A.36)

where:

A.3 Errors expected with the LDI Biquad

The LDI filter consists of two 1/2-delay integrators (Fig. 5.2). The location of the

filter poles cau be determined by calculating the gain around the loop consisting of capac-

itors Cr, Cil, Cx and CiZ and solving eq.A.37.

l- LoopGain = 0 (A.37)

The general form for the transfer function of the 1/2-delay non-inverting integrator which

used non-ideal amplifiers was calculated in section A.1 and is repeated below.
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where: the subsaipt n refers to the integrator number (1 and 2)

Use eq.A.38 to derive the loop gain of the filter and substitute it into eq.A.37.

c  P$‘2
l+L

cx P2zl’2

CiI (z-M,) c (z-M2) =

0

Simplify this equation to get:

-=(P P )
ci,ci2 1 2

z+MtM2 = 0  ~1

From eq.A.40 the magnitude of the Mter pole is derived:

I4 = &M2 (A.41)

and its angular frequency:

(A.381

(A.39)

2,4

LZ =ataIl (A.42)

In our design the notch frequency was selected to be at f/4. Therefore, the error in the

filter poles angular frequency (A0) is approximately:

Ae= CMl+“2 -=(PP) /2
ci1ci2  1 2 1

(A.43)

Relating this to the centre frequency fO:

Afcl fs-Aer = 27cfo (A.44)

The Esulting magnitude and phase errors in the filter pole due to the use non-ideal

OTAs in the LDI structure are summarized in Table A. 1.
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TABLE A.1 Effects of non-ideal OTh on the LDI Biquad

rrorsduetofinitedcgain
use the adjacent M,,, Pn &

R

Mn = 1 - j,&e-K’, Pn = 1 - c&e-’
errors due to bite BW
andSRusetheadjacent k = ‘0, n (‘in,  I +cp+ci,nl

W,v Pn
II

(‘in,n+‘p) (ci,n+co,n+c@J +ci,n(co,n+c~pJ

R from previous row
cl =

(‘in, n + ‘p + ‘i, J (‘i, n + ‘13~ E + ‘IpI
rl

(‘in, n +‘p) tci,n+‘o n+‘*pl +ci nqco n+c@l* .

subscript n . . . n* integrator @ither 1 or 2)
C& . . . all switch capacitors connected to the input of OTA n

c O,n . . . all switch capacitors co~ected to the output of OTA n

C&n . . . integrator capacitor of OTA n
C_,, . . . parasitic capacity at the iuput of the OTA

Cb . . . parasitic capacitauce at the output of the OTA
CD = (T~SRJ /2 . . . linear tijustment for slewing condition

SR,, = I&CL, E
‘i, I (‘p + ‘in, n)

. . .
lp

+
tcp+cin n+ci,nl,

To- (c&+Cp+Ci J/(Ci no-+ J . . . integratortimeconstant* .

olt, n = Gn’cL, rl *** unity @in frequency of OTA

1 2
q = (1qJ (q-K+Tn - tJ . . . exponential constant

rd . . . time used up by non-overlapping clock

A.4 Errors expected with the FE Biquad

The “Forward Euler” (FE) biquad is made up of two l-delay non-inverting integrators

(Forward Euler integrators). The general form of the transfer function for the l-delay non-

inverting integrator which used non-ideal amplifiers was derived in section A.2 and is

repeated here.
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(A.43

With the FE structure there are two loops which determine the poles location; one consists

of capacitors Cr, CiI , Cx and Ciz and the other consists of capacitors Cd and Ci*. Poles

for this filter are given by solutions to eq.A.46.

c c
l+LZ v2 ‘d ‘2

Ci~ Ci2 (z-F*) (z-F2) +~ (z-F~) =
0

Simplified:

Z
2 ‘d
- (EIE2) - cE2FI = 0

12

64.46)

(A.47)

The magnitude of the filter pole is given by eq.A.48 and it’s angular frequency by eq.A.49.

The error in the angular frequency is then

A0= ‘2

and relating this to f. gives:

(A.49)

(ASO)

(A.51)

The magnitude and phase errors that can be expected with the FE biquad due to non-

ideal OTAs are summarized in Table A.2.
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TABLE A.2 Effects of non-ideal OTAs on the FE biquad

adjacent M,,, Pn, D & R

:mrs due to finite BW and SR use
the tijacent M,,, P,,,

D & R from previous row

subscripts n,m . . . n* integrator on the rnh clock phase
Ckn . . . all switch capacitors connected to the input of OTA n
cO,n . . . all switch capacitors connected to the output of OTA n
c&n . . . integrator capacitor of OTA D
C . . . parasitic capacitance at the input of the OTA
Cl,, . . . parasitic capacitance at the output of the OTA

c .=n. m (TV mSRk m) 12 . . . linear adjuslment for slewing condition

SRn, ~ = I&CL{& mj . . . slew rate

0tt,m= (‘in(n,m) +cp+cZ)‘(cZ”t(n,m) 1 . . . integrator time constant

9(n,m) =gm”L@,m) . . . unity gain frequency of OTA

%,m=
1 2

(“%,m) (~v~m+‘n,m- toJ . . . exponential constant

tol . . . time used up by non-overlapping clock
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